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Steve has been the Executive Director of CCHF since 2007. He has been involved in church planting
and Christian leadership development in the U.S., the U.K., southern and central Africa, India, and
Central America. In 1993 he founded City Builders Youth Organization, a youth-based Christian
community development organization in urban Memphis. "There is no great field of need or
opportunity than among the underserved. Christian healthcare to the poor is a major key in helping
the church to break out of its bubble and reconnect the world with the message of Christ and His
Kingdom." In addition to his work with CCHF, Steve and his wife, Victoria, continue to work with
urban youth in a under-resourced area of Memphis. They have two grown daughters and a fosterson, all of whom love Jesus, and are committed to serving Christ by serving others.
Steve Noblett
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Staff
Steve Noblett, CEO - https://www.cchf.org/
Angela Counce, Provider Liaison and Donor Development
Tia Patrick, Communication and Marketing Assistant
Jason Stevens, Communication and Marketing Wizard
Kristy Tarrant, Executive Administrator
Jessie Thomas, Director of Student Programming
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Bridges to Spiritual Care Conversations in the Exam Room – Dr. Bill Morehouse
As healthcare workers, the subject often comes up about how to integrate faith-related inquiry and prayer in clinical
encounters. Should it be part of our regular job descriptions and training? Where do “bridges” exist in clinical encounters
that lend themselves to broaching spiritual care conversations? How will we ever find time to incorporate “non-medical”
material like this with all the demands being placed on exam room visits? With which patients should we “cross the bridge”
by initiating spiritual conversations? How do we go about it when we feel it is appropriate to proceed? This workshop
addresses the message, mission, and motivation behind our mandate and shares some of the experience, tips, and
guidelines that CCHF peers have to offer.
Audio: https://cchfconference.org/workshops2/2019/2/5/bridges-to-spiritual-care-conversations-in-the-exam-room
Website links to Presentation PDF, PPT and handouts: http://hb-health.org/talks/
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Plenary 1 - Jonathan Brooks – Video: https://cchfconference.org/2019plenaries
Website: https://www.pastahj.com/
CCHFtalk with Dr. Bill Morehouse 1) http://cchftalk.libsyn.com/cchftalk_208
2) http://cchftalk.libsyn.com/cchftalk_209
May 13/20, 2019 - Drs. Joey Patrick and Danny Pike talk with Dr. Bill Morehouse of Grace Family Medicine
in Rochester, New York on the two-session topic of Integrated Spiritual Care.
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Church Forsaken - Practicing Presence in Neglected Neighborhoods – Jonathan Brooks
Jonathan Brooks was raised in the Englewood neighborhood on the south side of Chicago. As soon as he was able, he left
the community and moved as far away as he could. But through a remarkable turn of events, he reluctantly returned and
found himself not only back in Englewood but also serving as a pastor ("Pastah J") and community leader. In this session,
Jonathan will rediscover that loving your neighbors means loving you're neighborhoods.
Audio: https://cchfconference.org/workshops2/2019/2/15/ethics-of-providing-spiritual-care-cmpsm
Book: https://www.amazon.com/Church-Forsaken-Practicing-Neglected-Neighborhoods-ebook/dp/B07HGJH9DV
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Proclaiming Good News along the Real Life Continuum
We have much in common as people created in God’s Image, but our life experiences and perceptions of who we are and
who God is may vary greatly. As believers called and commissioned to “proclaim the good news of the Kingdom” in the
course of our daily lives and work, we need to tailor what we say and do within the context of our own faith understandings
and the relationships we’re able to develop with those around us. This session will help us develop tools to assess where we
and others are in our spiritual growth and development so that we may articulate good news in ways that are appealing,
simple, direct, and helpful.
Audio: https://cchfconference.org/workshops2/2019/1/9/proclaiming-good-news-along-the-real-life-continuum
Website links to Presentation PDF, PPT and handouts: http://hb-health.org/talks/
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How Neighborhoods Make Us Sick – Veronica Squires and Brianna Lathrop
Buildings with mold trigger asthma and other respiratory conditions. Geographic lack of access to food and healthcare
increases childhood mortality. Community violence traumatizes residents. Poverty, unemployment, inadequate housing,
food insecurity, racial injustice and oppression cause physical changes in the body, resulting in disease and death. Our
neighborhoods are literally making us sick. But there is hope. Loving our neighbor includes creating social environments in
which people can be healthy. This session will help audience members understand how clinics, non-profits, and individuals
can make a meaningful impact.
Audio: https://cchfconference.org/workshops2/2019/1/9/how-neighborhoods-make-us-sick-an-honest-look-at-socialdeterminants-and-what-we-can-do-about-it
PPT: https://www.dropbox.com/s/xz20mo7iws3kbrt/2019%20CCHF%20Annual%20Conference%20Presentation.pptx?dl=0
Book: https://www.amazon.com/How-Neighborhoods-Make-Sick-Communities/dp/0830845577
Website: https://letsmakehealthyneighborhoods.com/
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